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Abstract
We find and explore a class of dyonic instanton solutions which can be identified as the supertubes connecting two D4 branes.
They correspond to a single monopole string and a pair of monopole–antimonopole strings from the worldvolume view point
of D4 branes.
 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
Recently there has been a considerable study of
the so-called supertube solutions. Originally Mateos
and Townsend constructed supersymmetric configura-
tions of D2-D0-F1 branes where D2 brane forms a
single cylinder with D-particles and F-strings melted
in [1]. The corresponding configurations in the ma-
trix model have been found also [2,3]. As a limit of
the elliptic deformation of circular tubes, flat super-
symmetric brane–antibrane configurations are realized
[4] and the wouldbe tachyons present in the ordinary
brane–antibrane system become massless exhibiting
the stability of the system [5]. In fact the cross sec-
tional shape of the tubes is shown to be arbitrary in
the transverse eight dimensions [6]. More recently, the
DBI action has been explored to find the supersym-
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metric configuration for D2 supertubes ending on a
D4 brane [7]. The higher-dimensional analogue has
also been studied [7–9] and there appeared other re-
lated works [10–13].
In this Letter we are interested in tubular D2 con-
necting two D4 branes separated, say, in x9 direction.
As argued in Ref. [7], all the constituents of super-
tubes, i.e., D0, F1 and D2, may end on D4 branes
and, hence, such configuration should be consistent
with supersymmetries. Viewed from the worldvolume
of D4, D0 appears as an instanton generating selfdual
field strength and F-string extended along x9 works as
a localized electric source. One direction of D2 is ex-
tended in x9 and the other spatial direction will in gen-
eral form a curve in D4 worldvolume. Since this curve
is magnetically charged, one may call it as a mag-
netic monopole string from the view point of the D4
worldvolume. The instantons preserve only half of six-
teen supersymmetries and F1/D2 breaks further half,
so only 1/8 of 32 supersymmetries remain in gen-
eral.
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In this U(2) context of two D4 branes, one is ulti-
mately interested in monopole strings where the shape
of curve on D4 is arbitrary, which correspond to tubes
of arbitrary cross sections. However such general con-
figurations seem involved for reasons described below
in Section 2. Therefore we shall focus on monopole
and antimonopole strings corresponding to supersym-
metric flat D2-D2 connecting two D4 branes. This su-
persymmetric configuration is composed of a mono-
pole string and an antimonopole string.
Simpler situation arises if one considers just one
flat D2 (or a D2) suspended between D4 branes, in
which D0 and fundamental strings are melted in. As
demonstrated below in Section 3, such single D2, or
monopole string, preserves actually 8 real supersym-
metries becoming 1/4 BPS. When one brings such
charged monopole strings and an antimonopole string
together, one might naively expect that they cannot
be BPS or static due to attraction between opposite
charges. However there can be again 1/8 or 4 super-
symmetries as in the supersymmetric brane–antibrane
systems [4,5]. In spite of the presence of D4, still this
monopole–antimonopole strings can be static preserv-
ing four real supersymmetries [7,8]. In Section 4, we
shall construct the super D2-anti D2 configuration in
the context of D4 whose worldvolume fluctuations are
described by super Yang–Mills theories.
The reason that identical monopole strings with
identical electric charge density has eight instead of
four supersymmetries is that only in this case the
electric field is proportional to the magnetic field and
so the supersymmetry is enhanced.
For later comparison, we first briefly review here
the key characteristics of supersymmetric tubular D2
branes using the Born–Infeld theory. One could con-
sider the case of an arbitrary cross section with most
general B-field. But such generality will not be nec-
essary because we are mainly concerned the flat D2
or anti-D2. Furthermore for the fully local character-
istics of tubular branes, considering flat one suffices.
The tubular configuration has a translational symme-
try in one direction which we shall take x9 = z and
the other spatial direction as x4 = σ where σ and z
will be used for the worldvolume coordinates. Turn-
ing on E = F0z and B = Fσz, the Born–Infeld action
becomes
(1)L=−√−det(g + F)=−√1−E2 +B2.
The displacement Π conjugated to E becomes
(2)Π = ∂L
∂E
= E√
1−E2 +B2 .
Below we shall consider E > 0 case without loss of
generality. The Hamiltonian may be arranged as
H=
√
(1+B2)(1+Π2)
(3)=
√
(1− |B|Π)2 + (|B| +Π)2  |B| +Π.
The BPS equation
(4)|B|Π = 1
leads to the condition E = 1. The Gauss law ∂zΠ = 0
then implies that B should be independent of z but an
arbitrary function of σ , i.e., B = B(σ). The B-field
describes the spatial density of D0 branes melted into
D2 because 12π
∫
dzdσ B counts the total number of
D0 branes while Π is the linear density of F-string
extended in z direction as the electric flux
∫
dσ Π
counts the total number of string charges. Further
there is nonvanishing momentum density produced by
the field. By evaluating Poynting vector, one finds
that the field momentum density is nonvanishing with
Pσ = 1. The key local characteristics of supertubes are
summarized as follows. 1) The F-string density Π is
related to D0 density by Π = |B|−1; as a result, the
field momentum density satisfies Pσ = 1. 2) E = 1.
3) HD2 = |B| + |Π |.
In the discussion of the monopole strings, we
shall see that the above key structures are precisely
reproduced. Since the Born–Infeld analysis involves
highly nonlinear terms, why the super Yang–Mills
theories that are at most quadratic in their field
strengths, have a capacity to do so is not clear.
But note that all the above four characteristics are
faithfully reproduced in the matrix model description
[2–4,8]. The matrix model is closely related to the
(noncommutative) Yang–Mills theories and this could
partially explain the reasons.
The plan of this Letter is as follows. In Section 2,
we summarize the field theory background. Especially
we argue that no supertube appears in dyonic instan-
tons of ’t Hooft ansatz. In Section 3, we construct the
dyonic single monopole string. In Section 4, we con-
struct the dyonic monopole-antimonopole strings. In
Section 5, we conclude with some remarks.
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2. Field theory set-up
We are interested in the five-dimensional super
Yang–Mills theory with a single adjoint scalar field
φ = X9 turned on. The relevant bosonic part of
Lagrangian is
(5)L=− 1
4g2
Tr
(
FMNF
MN + 2DMφDµφ
)
,
where FMN = ∂MAN − ∂NAM − i[AM,AN ]. We use
the notation AM = AaMT a where TrT aT b = δab/2
and T a = σa/2 for the SU(2) case. The energy
functional can be bounded1
E = 1
2g2
∫
d4x Tr
{
(F0µ ∓Dµφ)2 + (Bi − Fi4)2
(6)+ (D0φ)2
}+ 4π2
g2
ν ±QE,
where Bi = ijkFjk/2.
(7)ν = 1
4π2
∫
d4x TrBiFi4,
(8)QE = 1
g2
∫
d4x ∂µ Tr(F0µφ).
The selfdual equation for the dyonic instanton is
(9)D0φ = 0,
(10)Bi = Fi4,
(11)Fµ0 ∓Dµφ = 0.
The above equations and the Gauss law DµFµ0 +
i[φ,D0φ] = 0 imply
(12)D2µφ = 0.
The selfdual equation for the instanton alone preserves
8 real supersymmetries. The presence of the electric
and the scalar components breaks further half. Thus
configurations satisfying the above BPS equations in
general preserve 4 real supersymmetries.
While we can obtain a field configuration with
D0φ 
= 0 by the Lorentz boost of the above configu-
rations, we will restrict our discussion to the configu-
rations such that D0φ = 0.
In the SU(2) super Yang–Mills theories of two D4
branes, solutions of the selfdual equation as well as
1 i, j, k = 1,2,3 and µ,ν = 1,2,3,4.
Eµ = Dµφ have already appeared in the literature
[14–16]. (See Ref. [17] for a more recent discussion
on dyonic calorons.) They involve instantons (D0’s)
as well as electric charges of fundamental strings
stretched to the x9 direction. The separation h of the
two D4 branes is described by the vacuum expecta-
tion value of scalar field 〈φ〉 = σ32 h . These dyonic in-
stantons solve precisely the same BPS equations for
the supertubes connecting separated D4 branes. The N
dyonic instanton solution in the ’t Hooft ansatz reads
Aµ = σa2 η¯
aµν∂ν lnG,
(13)φ =X9 = σ3
2
h
G
,
where η¯aµν is the antiselfdual ’t Hooft tensor. The
function G is given by
(14)G= 1+
N∑
n=1
ρ2n
|x− xn|2 ,
where ρn is for the size and xµn represents the position
of nth instanton. This SU(2) configuration certainly
carries electric charges and the number of D0 is N .
However the configurations do not carry magnetic
charges. Since Fµν ∼ 1/r4, the system carries at
most dipole moment of monopole charges. Thus, for
example, one monopole string discussed below does
not follow straightforwardly by arranging them over
a line uniformly. Moreover considering N = 1 dyonic
instanton, the throat connecting two D2 branes has a
topology R× S3, which is not the geometry of tubular
D2 branes.
There is well known way to get ordinary monopole
solution independent of x4 from above instanton
solution [18]. First arrange all the instanton over x4
axis with equal spacing and make all the size equal,
i.e., ρn = ρ. In the limit where the size parameter
goes to infinity, the above solution Aµ becomes, up to
a gauge transformation, one BPS monopole solution
independent of x4, where A4 plays the role of scalar
[18]. In this limit, φ (=X9) vanishes and the limiting
solution does not correspond to a D2 (between D4
branes) presented below. As we shall see below the
limit where ρ goes to infinity corresponds to sending
massless antimonopole to infinity. In doing so, the
magnetic charge as well as the electric charge become
different, so there is a change in their main physical
content.
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In short, what we like to argue here is that the
above collection of the dyonic instanton does not carry
D2 charges. Further they do not satisfy the key char-
acteristics of tubular D2 branes. For example if one
arranges them on a straight line on D4 uniformly with
equal spacing ∆, then the instanton number density
is proportional 1/∆. The total electric charge is again
proportional to 1/∆. This kind of configuration then
does not satisfy the relation, say, ΠB = 1 in general.
The momentum density P = 1 is not produced either.
Instead they carry only nonvanishing angular momen-
tum.
The solutions given by the ’t Hooft ansatz could be
interpreted as the collapsed supertubes. The configura-
tions beyond the ’t Hooft ansatz may have a tube struc-
ture but it remains to be seen whether this is true. For
this reason, we shall construct the flat charged D2 or
super D2-D2 connecting D4 branes, which are simpler
examples of supertubes.
3. Single monopole string
Let us start with the magnetic monopole-like string
which has uniform instanton density along the x4
direction. The configuration is given by Aai = V ai and
Aa4 = V a4 where
Vi(r, u)≡ aij σ
a
2
rˆ j
r
(
1− ur
sinhur
)
,
(15)V4(r, u)≡−σ
arˆa
2
(
u cothur − 1
r
)
.
It is selfdual as Bi = Fi4. The asymptotic value of V4
can be gauged away and so there is no gauge symmetry
breaking. The instanton number density per unit length
along the x4 direction
(16)I = 1
4π2
∫
d3x TrBiFi4
for the above configuration is I = u2π . This is a purely
instanton string which has a long range tail.
When the scalar field takes nonzero expectation
value asymptotically
(17)〈φ〉 = σ
3
2
h
with positive h > 0, the gauge symmetry is spon-
taneously broken to U(1) subgroup. The nontrivial
scalar and A0 fields of the BPS equations (10) and (12)
in this background are
(18)φ = αh
u
V4, A0 = β h
u
V4
with α,β = ±1 independently. Since the gauge in-
variant U(1) magnetic field becomes asymptotically
Tr(Bi φˆ) ≈ αrˆ i/r2 with φˆ = rˆ iσ i/2, the total mag-
netic flux on the transverse three dimensions is 4πα.
The instanton string now appears as magnetic or anti-
monopole string depending on the sign α.
Also the gauge invariant electric field becomes as-
ymptotically 2 Tr(Fi0φˆ)= αβ hu rˆ i/r2 and so the elec-
tric charge density per unit length becomes 2παβh/
g2u and so its magnitude is proportional to h and its
sign depends on the sign αβ . The linear momentum
density along the x4 direction is
(19)P4 =− 1
g2
∫
d3x TrFi4Fi0
which is P4 = − 2πg2 βh. The energy density per unit
length of this dyonic instanton string is
(20)H4 = 2π
g2
(
u+ h
2
u
)
.
Thus our string configuration carries the instanton
density, magnetic charge, electric charge density and
linear momentum density along the string. The eigen-
values of the matrix scalar field φ = X9 describe the
deformation of D4 branes along the transverse ninth
direction. The zeros of the field φ are the place where
two D4 branes meet. For our string configuration the
zeros lie along the line r = 0. Thus our solution can
be interpreted as a flat charged D2 connecting two D4
branes. As discussed in the introductory part, this par-
ticular configuration preserves eight real supersymme-
tries instead of four. This enhancement of supersym-
metries occurs due to the fact A4 is proportional to φ,
which may be directly checked using the gaugino vari-
ation.
The free parameters of our dyonic-instanton-mono-
pole string are u and two signs α,β . Depending on α,
the magnetic charge can be positive or negative. The
sign of the electric charge depends on αβ . The sign of
the linear momentum depends on β .
To compare the flat charged D2 appearing in the
above with that of the Born–Infeld description, first
we evaluate the D0 brane density from the view point
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of the D2 worldvolume. Of course the D2 is extended
in x4 and x9 directions. Since D2 has a length (2πl2s )h
in x9, the D0 brane density may be evaluated as2
(21)nD0 = I
h
= u
2πh
.
Hence from 12π B = nD0, we get
(22)B = u
h
.
On the other hand, the F-string density is proportional
to the linear electric charge density along x4 direction
and given by
(23)qF1 = 12πh
∫
d3x ∂i TrEiφ =Π = h
u
,
reproducing BΠ = 1.
Using (19) and (20), the momentum and the energy
density per unit area of D2 are evaluated as
PD2 = P4
h
= 2π
g2
= 1,
(24)HD2 = H4
h
= 2π
g2
(
u
h
+ h
u
)
= |B| + |Π |,
where we use g2 = 2π and choose β = −1. Further-
more, the worldvolume E-field is reproduced to be
E9 = 1 noting Eirˆi(−dr) = E9 dX9. Hence all the
key characteristic properties of the charged D2 in the
Born–Infeld descriptions are reproduced in the above
Yang–Mills theory configuration.
One can imagine various superpositions of our
configurations with different parameters, keeping the
selfduality of the four-dimensional gauge field. Some
of them would describe many parallel super charged
D2 branes. Finding such configurations would be
daunting in general. The simplest one would be having
two parallel strings with identical parameters. This
solution would be independent of x4 direction and
so can be obtained in principle from the BPS two
monopole field configuration.
2 For simplicity, we use the convention 2πl2s = 2πgsls=1 in the
Born–Infeld description where ls and gs are respectively the string
length scale and the string coupling. In this convention, the D2
tension T−1
Dp
= gs(2π)plp+1s becomes 1 and the four dimensional
Yang–Mills coupling g2 = gs(2π)2ls = 2π .
4. Supersymmetric monopole-antimonopole
strings
To argue that certain limit of dyonic instanton con-
figurations are supertubes connecting two D4 branes,
we want to show that one can superpose two paral-
lel instanton strings of opposite magnetic charge. This
would correspond to the supersymmetric D2 anti-D2
branes connecting two D4 branes. Obviously such a
configuration would depend on x4 coordinate nontriv-
ially. It seems very hard to construct such field con-
figuration in general. Let us try to introduce monopole
string of instanton density u/2π of positive electric
charge and antimonopole string of instanton density
v/2π and positive electric charge. Then their fourth
linear momentum densities have opposite signs, and
we choose the Lorentz frame along x4 direction so
that their sum vanishes. In large separation of two
such strings, the x4 dependence becomes weaker and
one should be able to identify one as monopole string
and another as antimonopole string. In short separation
the x4 dependence becomes prominent and it becomes
hard to distinguish two strings.
To find such a configuration, we regard that the
instanton density is the sum (u + v)/2π at large
separation. Thus the instanton charge per unit length
is
(25)1
L
= u+ v
2π
.
As the instanton number over the length L is one and
so we want to require that the field configuration is
periodic under shift x4 → x4 +L up to a gauge.
Instanton configurations which are periodic in x4
direction can be regarded as calorons, or periodic
instantons. Such configurations have been found with
trivial symmetry breaking [18] or with nontrivial
Wilson loop symmetry breaking [19–21]. The 1/4
BPS configurations involving calorons have been also
studied [17]. Here we start from what is known. The
Wilson loop symmetry breaking can be recasted so
that the gauge field is not periodic but AM(x4 +L)=
UAM(x
4)U† where U = ei σ32 uL.
The method to construct the solution is the Nahm’s
construction. The detail of the construction is given in
Refs. [20,21]. The key parameters are the separation
D between two strings. In the transverse three dimen-
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sions, the position parameters of two strings are
(26)x1 = (0,0, x1), x2 = (0,0, x2)
with the separation parameter D = x2 − x1. The field
configuration at the position (x, x4) is expressed in
terms of two coordinates
(27)y1 = (r− x1), y2 = (r− x2),
and dimensionless parameters
(28)s1 = uy1, s2 = vy2.
The resulting gauge field is nontrivial superposition
of two monopole strings,
Aµ =− i∂µN2N 2 + iC
†
1∂µC1 + iC†2∂µC2
(29)+C†1Vµ(y1, u)C1 +C†2Vµ(y2, v)C2,
where the normalization factor
N = 1+ 2DM
[
N(y1, u)(cosh s2 − (yˆ2)3 sinh s2)
(30)
+N(y2, v)(cosh s1 + (yˆ1)3 sinh s1)
]
with N(r,u)= sinhur/r andM= 2(cosh s1 cosh s2+
yˆ1 · yˆ2 sinh s1 sinh s2 − cos 2πx4L ). The matrices are
C1 = i
√
2DN(y1, u)
N
B
†
1
M
(31)× (e− 12 σ ·s2Q+ + e 12 σ ·s2Q−)e− iv2 σ 3x4,
C2 = i
√
2DN(y2, v)
N
B
†
2
M
(32)× (e 12 σ ·s1Q+ + e− 12 σ ·s1Q−)e+ iu2 σ 3x4,
where
B
†
1 = e
iπ
L
x4e−
1
2σ ·s1e−
1
2σ ·s2
(33)− e− iπL x4e 12σ ·s1e 12σ ·s2,
B
†
2 = e
iπ
L x
4
e−
1
2σ ·s2e−
1
2σ ·s1
(34)− e− iπL x4e 12σ ·s2e 12σ ·s1
and Q± = (1± σ3)/2.
The solution of the scalar field equation is
φ = hN
σ 3
2
+ H
u
C
†
1V4(y1, u)C1
(35)− H
v
C
†
2V4(y2, v)C2,
where H = µDh1+µD with µ = uv/(u + v). Notice that
this is a nonlinear superposition of the scalar fields for
each magnetic monopoles.
Some properties of the instanton part are explored
in Refs. [17,20]. The above configuration has gauge
singularities at (x = 0, x4 = nL) with an integer n.
These gauge singularities can be removed to the spatial
infinity. The topological charge can be found at the
singularities.
Far from the monopole core region (s1, s2  1) and
r  D, we can neglect exponentially small terms. In
the asymptotic region, the gauge
(36)Aµ→O
(
1
r2
)
and the U(1) magnetic field 2 trBiφˆ falls off like
1/r3. This implies that the total net magnetic charge
vanishes and the system is composed of a monopole
and an antimonopole. For the electric charge densities,
a straightforward evaluation leads to
φ→
(
1+ q1 + q2
r
+ rˆ · (q1x1 + q2x2)
r2
)
σ 3
2
h
(37)+O
(
1
r3
)
,
where
(38)q1 = µD1+µD
h
u
, q2 = µD1+µD
h
v
.
As for the BPS configuration A0 = φ, the electric
charge densities per unit length then become q1 and
q2 for the monopole and the antimonopole strings,
respectively. (This charge can be also obtained by
examining the field configuration near each string
when two strings are in large separation.) These
charges increase from zero to a finite value when µD
increases from zero to infinity.
The expression in (37) shows that the charges q1
and q2 are located x1 and x2, respectively, in the three
space. Compared with the single string case, the zeros
of the field φ would not be exactly on the monopole
string position. When the separation is very large, one
can calculate the φ field around each monopole string
and see how its zero gets modified. One can show
easily that the shift is at most of order 1/D2 and
so essentially the zeros of the φ field lie along x1
and x2. This shows that D4 branes are connected at
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the monopole and antimonopole strings as expected
for the supertube connecting two D4 branes.
These two monopole strings carry opposite linear
momentum and so their sum vanishes. The monopole
and the antimonopole strings carry respectively in-
stanton number densities I1 = u2π and I2 = v2π . As
in the case of the single monopole string, the world-
volume B-fields of D2 and D2 may be evaluated as
B1 = u/h and B2 = −v/h where the extra (−) sign
for B2 comes from the fact that we are considering D2
with D0’s melted in. From the expressions of the elec-
tric charges densities, the linear F-string densities are
identified as Π1 = q1 and Π2 = q2. The total energy
density from the viewpoint of D2-D2 worldvolume
may be checked to beH2 = |B1|+ |Π1|+ |B2|+ |Π2|.
Thus the key characteristic properties of the supersym-
metric D2 and D2 are reproduced except the relation
Πa = |Ba |−1 µD1+µD for a = 1,2. This additional fac-
tor µD/(1 + µD) in the F-string densities is resulted
from the effect of the D4 branes to the supersym-
metric D2 and D2 system. For the large separation,
µD/(1 + µD) approaches one and the effect disap-
pears as expected.
A few comments are in order. The gauge field and
the scalar field is not invariant under x4 → x4 + L. It
transforms as
(39)(Aµ,φ)
(
x4 +L)= e−i σ32 uL(Aµ,φ)(x4)ei σ32 uL.
We can make a nonsingle-valued gauge transformation
U = e− i2σ 3ux4 to get periodic gauge and scalar fields,
in which case the A4 field would have nontrivial
expectation value
(40)〈A4〉 = σ
3
2
u.
In the compact x4 case, this expectation value be-
comes the Wilson loop which cannot be gauged away
[20,21].
In the limit either u or v vanishes, the above
solution becomes the conventional caloron solution
found before [18]. A single caloron is made of a
massive monopole and massless monopole when D is
large. The electric charge would increase linearly with
the string separation D.
In short distance separation with D  L, the
caloron solution becomes basically a periodic array
of well separated instantons. The zeros of the φ
field are expected to change from two separated line
shape to a periodic array of isolated regions of zeros.
When D = 0, the instantons get very small and so
the positions of zeros would be a periodic array of
the instanton positions. We do not know how this
transition occurs exactly.
5. Conclusion
We have studied the various aspects of supertubes
connecting D4 branes. Especially we found and ex-
plored the dyonic instanton configuration which corre-
sponds to dyonic monopole and antimonopole strings.
They are identified as the supersymmetric D2-D2 con-
necting two D4 branes. Compared to the case of su-
persymmetric D2-D2 without D4 branes, the effect of
D4 branes appears in the F-string densities by the fac-
tor µD/(1 + µD) depending on the separation D of
D2 and D2.
The dyonic instantons found by the ’t Hooft ansatz
have only isolated zeros and so could not be identified
with supertubes connecting two D4 branes. For these
solutions, the angular momentum of the selfdual
dyonic instanton is antiselfdual. This is not true for
our single monopole string, in which case the angular
momentum with respect to any reference point has
both selfdual and antiselfdual component. Clearly our
solutions are outside the ’t Hooft ansatz family.
While our examples for supertubes have infinite in-
stanton number, we wonder a possibility that super-
tubes may appear even with finite instanton number
for generic dyonic configurations beyond the ’t Hooft
ansatz.
Finally, the study of moduli dynamics of the
charged monopole string would be quite interesting
including the interactions between the charged mono-
pole and antimonopole strings.
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